


Our Journey

Bharat Gangaram is a family owned business and was first established in 
1980; it has been synonymous with the finest Indian vegetarian catering in 
Kenya and the UK with over 40 years’ experience in the flawless execution of 
weddings and special events. We are known as the Kenyan pioneers in Indian 
Vegetarian catering.

We were formed out of a desire for Londoners to indulge in Gujarati 
influenced vegetarian Indian cuisine, served with a Kenyan twist. Since our 
inception, we have successfully embraced the creative features of everything 
we do and have surpassed our clients’ expectations in both our food and 
catering services. With that single goal, our experienced team began to cater 
our signature dishes! 

We have an experienced team providing the Asian wedding services in UK, 
whose skills vary from beautiful weddings to private parties. Our goal is to 
present the diverse flavours of Asia in a healthy and modern fusion for all. We 
make food for all to enjoy in a sophisticated and beautiful dining experience.

We are recognized for our quality of service, exceptional 
creativity and excellent Indian cuisine. Our journey to 
perfection encourages us to design authentic-tasting Indian 
dishes.

Whether you are planning a modern or traditional Indian 
wedding, the food menu that you choose to serve will 

be cherished long after your special day. Your wedding 
is the first time when you will host your family, relatives 

and friends as husband and wife together. 
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About Us



The Diversity of Cuisine Under One Roof

Our journey in creating your ideal wedding day starts by listening to the 
two of you as well as your families. We listen and understand your unique 
love story and crucial role you want food to play at your wedding. From this 
knowledge, our qualified & experienced team create unique and inspired 
menus, leaving no detail neglected.

Whether it’s North Indian, South Asian, Gujarati, South Indian, Chinese or 
a mix that you desire, we leave no stone unturned to achieve the freshest 
and finest ingredients. Our authentic food strives to help re-imagine the 
traditional cuisine and to blend subtle simplicity with contemporary flair. 

We have proven our reliability, quality and affordability by 
serving many clients with the best quality Indian vegetarian 
food; Bharat Gangaram is the name you must remember!

Indian / Asian Caterers



Event Services

Our Menu

Looking for a memorable Indian food affair to 
compliment your special occasion with our team 
of experienced Event Managers?

With a long list of some of London’s most 
prestigious event spaces in our repertoire, the 
opportunities for the perfect venue are endless. 
Take advantage of our insider knowledge and 
allow us to suggest the ideal setting for your 
event. We cater for all events Nationwide and as 
preferred caterers at some of the most sought-
after venues in the UK, Bharat Gangaram are 
perfectly placed to offer a top range of venues 
for any event requirements. 

Whatever the occasion, you can count on us 
that we will truly deliver. At Bharat Gangaram, all 
of our catering services are specifically tailored 
to meet our clients’ individual requirements. We 
take each new special occasion and blend your 
ideas with our flavours to enthral and delight 
your guests. Our values lie in offering our 
clients a complete bespoke and superior Indian 
vegetarian catering service, where exceptional 
cuisine is matched by impeccable service and 
creative events management.

Being the leading wedding caterers 
in London, we provide a creative and 
contemporary edge to Asian fusion 
cuisine through recipe combinations 
and custom- presentation with an 
Indian flair. 

We serve vegetarian dishes with our Kenyan fusion and offer the following 
cuisines:

 •  Gujarati
 •  Punjabi
 •  South Indian

We take huge pride in being one of the top caterers in Indian wedding 
services in London today. Continually innovating and redefining the way of 
serving delicious Indian food and providing an impeccable service; continually 
setting benchmarks in the catering industry.

Contemporary or traditional, extravagant or simple; we design, create and 
coordinate your Indian food menu with precise attention to detail and a  
sense of modern style and flair. Whether it is Gujarati, Punjabi, South Indian 
or Chinese, we have mastered the authenticity of taste and style. With a 
repertory of diverse cuisines to choose from, we can create stylish and 
comprehensive menus with the flexibility and variety of our customer’s desire.

•  Indo - Chinese
•  Indo - Mexican
•  Indo - Italian

•  African
•  Lebanese
•  Charcoal Pizzas



Get in Touch

If you’re interested in our wedding 
and event catering services, we’d 
love to hear from you!

Please contact us using any of the 
methods below and our team will be 
delighted to assist you for your big 
day.

Office:  020 8459 8617

Email: sales@bharatgangaram.com

Follow Us:

        bharatgangaramcaterers

        bharatgangaram

        BGCaterers

        Bharat Gangaram

With unique variety of 
vegetarian cuisine, great 
consistency and flawless 
customer service; we will 
deliver high-quality meals 
for your special occasion 
anywhere in the UK.


